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Acronyms 
 

Please note the following acronyms referred to in this application form: 
 
MHWS  Mean High Water Springs 
MPA  Marine Protected Area 
MS-LOT Marine Scotland – Licensing Operations Team 
SAC  Special Area of Conservation 
SNH  Scottish Natural Heritage 
SPA  Special Protection Area 
SSSI  Site of Special Scientific Interest 
WGS84  World Geodetic System 1984 
 

Explanatory Notes 
 

The following numbered paragraphs correspond to the questions on the application form and are intended to 
assist in completing the form. These explanatory notes are specific to this application and so you are advised 
to read these in conjunction with the Marine Scotland Guidance for Marine Licence Applicants document. 

 
1. Applicant Details 

The person making the application who will be named as the licensee. 
 
2. Agent Details 

Any person acting under contract (or other agreement) on behalf of any party listed as the applicant and having 
responsibility for the control, management or physical deposit or removal of any substance(s) or object(s).   
 
3. Payment 

Indicate payment method. Cheques must be made payable to: The Scottish Government.  
 
Marine licence applications will not be accepted unless accompanied by a cheque for the correct 
application fee, or if an invoice is requested, until that invoice is settled.  Target timelines for 
determining applications do not begin until the application fee is paid. 
 
4. Application Type 

Indicate if the application is for a new algal farm site or an existing algal farm site.  Provide the existing or 
previous consent/licence number and expiry date if applicable.   
 
5. Algal Farm Details 

(a) Indicate the deposits of algal farm component parts/equipment as a number (e.g 4 lines).  Provide 
details of any component parts/equipment not included in the list and specify the quantity as a number. 
 

(b) If applicable, indicate the removals of algal farm component parts/equipment as a number (e.g 4 lines).  
Provide details of any component parts/equipment not included in the list and specify the quantity as a 
number. 
 

(c) Provide the total area of proposed works in square metres. 
 

(d) Provide the proposed start date for installation of the algal farm.  The start date will not be backdated, 
since to commence a project for which a licence has not been obtained will constitute an offence, which 
may result in appropriate legal action.  A licence is normally valid for 6 years.  Target duration for 
determination of a marine licence application is 14 weeks.    
 

(e) Provide the cost of the works seawards of the tidal limit of MHWS.  This estimate should only cover 
work taking place below the tidal level of MHWS and must take into consideration the cost of materials, 
labour fees etc.  
 

(f) Describe the location of the proposed works. Include a list of the latitude and longitude co-ordinates 
(WGS84) for the boundary points of the moorings area and for each of the component parts of the algal 
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farm, including sub-surface equipment.  WGS84 is the World Geodetic System 1984 and the reference 
co-ordinate system used for marine licence applications.  Co-ordinates taken from GPS equipment 
should be set to WGS84.  Coordinates taken from recent admiralty charts will be on a WGS84 
compatible datum. Ordnance survey maps do not use WGS84. 
 
Example: For positions read from charts the format should be as in the example: 55°55.555’N 
002°22.222’W (WGS84).  The decimal point specifies that decimals of minutes are used and the datum 
is stated explicitly.  If seconds are used then the format should be as in the example: 55°55’44’’N 
2°22’11’’W (WGS84). 

 
 It is important that the correct positions, in the correct format, are included with this application, 
as any errors will result in the application being refused or delayed. 
 
To supplement your application, please provide photographs of the project location and submit these 
with your application.  Please also provide a suitably scaled extract of an Ordnance Survey Map 
(1:2,500 scale but not more than 1:10,000) or Admiralty Chart which must be marked to indicate: 

 
o the full extent of the works in relation to the surrounding area; 
 
o latitude and longitude co-ordinates defining the location of the works; 

 
o the level of MHWS; 

 
o any adjacent SAC, SPA, SSSI, MPA, Ramsar or similar conservation area boundary. 
 

 Drawings and plans will be consulted upon.  If they are subject to copyright, it is the responsibility of 
the applicant to obtain necessary approvals to reproduce the documents and to submit suitably 
annotated copies with the application. 

 
(g) Indicate if the algal farm is located within the jurisdiction of a statutory harbour authority and provide 

details of the statutory harbour authority where relevant. 
 

(h) Provide a full method statement, including plan of how, when and where component parts are proposed 
to be deposited and removed. 
 

(i) Provide assessment of the potential impacts the works may have, including interference with other 
uses of the sea.  Please include details of areas of concern e.g designated conservation areas, such as 
a SAC, SPA, SSSI, MPA or Ramsar site and shellfish harvesting areas.   Further guidance on 
designated conservation areas can be obtained from SNH at this website: 
http://gateway.snh.gov.uk/sitelink/index.jsp and guidance on shellfish harvesting areas can be obtained 
from http://www.foodstandards.gov.scot/ with regards to the Shellfish Waters Directive (2006/113/EC) 
which has parameters set to protect the water quality in which edible shellfish are grown.   
 
Applicants should also be aware of the need to pay due regard to coastal and marine archaeological 
matters and attention is drawn to Historic Scotland’s Operational Policy Paper HP6, “Conserving the 
Underwater Heritage”.   
 
Lochs Creran, Alsh, Duich and Long are designated as SAC under the Habitats Directive (Council 
Directive 92/43/EEC). Loch Creran has been selected for its bedrock and biogenic reefs of the tube 
worm Serpula vermicularis and the horse mussel, Modiolus modiolus and Lochs Alsh, Duich and Long 
for their sublittoral rock (marine) reefs. All are very sensitive to physical damage from anchors and the 
placement of moorings and in order to assist their protection reference should be made to the special 
moorings pack which can be downloaded from the following link: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/marine/Licensing/marine/Applications 
 
Where there are potential impacts from the works, please provide details of proposed mitigation in 
response to potential impacts.   

 
6. Scotland’s National Marine Plan 

Scotland’s National Marine Plan has been prepared in accordance with the EU Directive 2014/89/EU, which 
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came into force in July 2014.  The Directive introduces a framework for maritime spatial planning and aims to 
promote the sustainable development of marine areas and the sustainable use of marine resources. It also sets 
out a number of minimum requirements all of which have been addressed in this plan.  In doing so, and in 
accordance with article 5(3) of the Directive, Marine Scotland have considered a wide range of sectoral uses 
and activities and have determined how these different objectives are reflected and weighted in the marine 
plan. Land-sea interactions have also been taken into account as part of the marine planning process.  Any 
applicant for a marine licence should consider their proposals with reference to Scotland’s National Marine 
Plan.  A copy of Scotland’s National Marine Plan can be found at: 
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2015/03/6517/0  
 
Indicate whether you have considered the project with reference to Scotland’s National Marine Plan and 
provide details of considerations made with reference to the policies, including but not limited to General Policy 
7 (GEN 7), that have been considered.  If you have not considered the project with reference to Scotland’s 
National Marine Plan please provide an explanation. 
 
7. Pre-Application Consultation 

Certain activities will be subject to public pre-application consultation. Activities affected will be large projects 
with the potential for significant impacts on the environment, local communities and other legitimate uses of the 
sea. The new requirement will allow those local communities, environmental groups and other interested 
parties to comment on a proposed development in its early stages – before an application for a marine licence 
is submitted.  Further information can be obtained from: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0043/00439649.pdf  
 
If applicable, please submit your pre-application consultation report with your application. 
 
8. Consultation (other than carried out under pre-application consultation)  

Provide details of all bodies consulted and give details of any consents issued including date of issue. 
 
9. Associated Works  

Indicate whether the application is associated with any other marine projects (e.g. pontoon, moorings etc).  If 
this is the case, provide reference/licence number for the related marine projects. 
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Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 

 
 

It is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain any other consents or authorisations that may be 
required. 

 
 

Under Section 54 of the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010, all information contained within and provided in 
support of this application will be placed on a Public Register.  There are no national security grounds 
for application information not going on the Register under the 2010 Act. 

 
 

Public Register 
Do you consider that any of the information contained within or provided in support of this application 
should not be disclosed: 
 
(a) for reasons of national security;       YES   NO   

(b) for reasons of confidentiality of commercial or industrial information where such confidentiality is 
provided by law to protect a legitimate commercial interest?       YES   NO   
 
If YES, to either (a) or (b), please provide full justification as to why all or part of the information you have 
provided should be withheld.  
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Declaration 
I declare to the best of my knowledge and belief that the information given in this form and related papers is true. 
 
 
Signature Date 
 
                   

 

Name in BLOCK LETTERS 

 

 
 

Application Check List 
 

Please check that you provide all relevant information in support of your application, including but 
not limited to the following: 

 
x Completed and signed application form         

 
x Project Drawings           

 
x Maps/Charts           

 
x Co-ordinates of the boundary points of the area of harbour jurisdiction     

(if you are a statutory harbour authority) 
  

x Method Statement           
 

x Photographs of the location of the project       
 
x Additional information e.g. consultation correspondence (if applicable)    

 
x Noise Registry – Initial Registration Form (if applicable)                  

 
x Pre-application Report (if applicable)        

 
x Payment (if paying by cheque)          

 
 

WARNING 
It is an offence under the Act under which this application is made to 
fail to disclose information or to provide false or misleading information. 
 
Target duration for determination is 14 weeks.  Please note that missing or 
erroneous information in your application and complications resulting from 
consultation may result in the application being refused or delayed. 
 
Marine licence applications will not be accepted unless accompanied by a cheque 
for the correct application fee, or if an invoice is requested, until that invoice is 
settled.  Target timelines for determining applications do not begin until the 
application fee is paid. 

 
 

 

[Redacted]
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1. Applicant Details 

Title:  Initials:  Surname:  
 

Trading Title (if appropriate):  
 

Address:  

 
 

Name of contact (if different):  

 

Telephone No. (inc. dialing code):  

 

Email:  

  

Statutory Harbour Authority? YES   NO   

If YES, please provide a list of the latitude and longitude co-ordinates (WGS84) of the boundary points 
of the area of harbour jurisdiction using Appendix 01 Additional Co-ordinates form if necessary. 

 
2. Agent Details (if any) 

Title:  Initials:  Surname:  
 

Trading Title (if appropriate):  
 

Address:  

 
 

Name of contact (if different):  

 

Telephone No. (inc. dialing code):  

 

Email:  

 
 
3. Payment 

Enclosed Cheque    Invoice    
 
Contact and address to send invoice to:  
 
Applicant    Agent    Other   
 
If OTHER, please provide contact details: 

Title:  Initials:  Surname:  
 

Address:  

 
 

Email:  
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4.  Application Type 
Is this application for a new algal farm site or an existing algal farm site:   
 
New Site         Existing Site    
 
If an EXISTING SITE, please provide the consent/licence number and expiry date: 

Consent/Licence Number Expiry Date 
  

 
 

5. Algal Farm Details 
(a) Deposits of component parts/equipment: 
Component Parts/Equipment Quantity Dimensions 

(metres) 
Longlines   

Grid moorings   
Boat moorings   

Rafts   
Pontoons   

Marked Buoys   
Other (please specify) 

 
  

 
(b) Removals of component parts/equipment (if relevant): 
Component Parts/Equipment Quantity Dimensions 

(metres) 
Longlines   

Grid moorings   
Boat moorings   

Rafts   
Pontoons   

Marked Buoys   
Other (please specify) 

 
  

 
(c) Total area of the proposed works (in square metres): 

m2 

 
(d) Proposed start date (Target duration for determination of a marine licence application is 14 
weeks): 

 

 
(e) Cost of the works seawards of the tidal limit of MHWS: 

£ 
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(f) Location: 

 

 
Latitude and Longitude co-ordinates (WGS84) defining the boundary points of the moorings area and each 
of the component parts, including sub-surface equipment, of the algal farm (continue on Appendix 01 
Additional Co-ordinates form if necessary):  

Latitude  Longitude 
Moorings Area  
  °   .    ’ N 

N
   °   .    ’ W

  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
Longline Position(s)  
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
Boat Mooring Position(s)  
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
Raft Position(s)  
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
Pontoon Position(s)  
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
Marked Buoy Position(s)  
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W
  °   .    ’ N    °   .    ’ W

 
(g) Is the algal farm located within the jurisdiction of a statutory harbour authority 

           YES   NO   
 
If YES, please specify statutory harbour authority: 
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(h) Method statement including schedule of work (continue on separate sheet if necessary):

(i) Potential impacts the works may have (including details of areas of concern e.g designated
conservation and shellfish harvesting areas) and proposed mitigation in response to potential impacts
(continue on separate sheet if necessary):

6. Scotland’s National Marine Plan
Have you considered the application with reference to Scotland’s
National Marine Plan?        YES   NO

If YES, provide details of considerations made with reference to the policies, including but not limited to
General Policy 7 (GEN 7), that have been considered:
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If NO, please provide an explanation of why you haven’t considered the National Marine Plan?  

 

 

 
 
 
7. Pre-Application Consultation 

Is the application subject to pre-application consultation, under The Marine  
Licensing (Pre-application Consultation) (Scotland) Regulations 2013?  YES   NO   
 
If YES, please indicate the date of the public notice for the pre-application consultation event and the type 
of consultation event held (a copy of the public notice must be supplied with this application): 

Event Type Date 
  

 
 
8. Consultation 

List all bodies you have consulted and provide copies of correspondence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

9. Associated Works 
Provide details of other related marine projects, including reference/licence numbers (if applicable):  
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	h Method statement including schedule of work continue on separate sheet if necessary: We aim to start by establishing one or two long lines at the site, with the intention of  expanding incrementally, up to a maximum of 50 long lines in parallel. The above co-ordinates indicate the moorings of our initial 500m long lines. Moorings in the form of anchors will be placed at the ends and  along the length of each long line. If suitable, our plan would be to increase the length and numbers of long lines to establish the sites into a working kelp farm, running in parallel, generally following the topography of the coast and direction of tides. Following the public consultation which was well attended by local fisherman, we have endeavored to select a site that will have a minimal impact on trawling, creel and pleasure activities in the firth whilst having a low visual impact from the shore.The co-ordinates indicate the areas we intend to lease and represent the limits of our intended operations as we gradually expand. These are shown in the attached screen shots. Further information is included in our PAC report.We will deploy a series of removable moorings in the form of anchors to establish our site. They will be deployed using a work boat with a mechanical derrick in water of 7 - 20m depth. We will deploy these directly from our work boat on site. Disturbance to the sea bed will be minimal. These moorings will then have lines running to the water surface with a markers buoy at each end. Diagrams have been included in the PAC report for this project. 500m long lines with smaller buoys will then run in a straight line along the water surface between the mooring points. These will be spaced 5-10m apart and run in parallel. The moorings will be placed at the end of and at points along the long lines. Most of our equipment can be assembled in advance on shore.We anticipate 1-2 days work to establish the 500m site. We aim to begin the work in August or September 2020. Further long lines will then be added in the summer of 2021 to reduce disturbance of wildlife during the critical winter months. Because of the intended expansion at the site, we are enclosing a fee for £679 to reflect the cost of the proposed works.Following establishment of the site, we will then check the sites on a 2-4 weekly basis from the water, for a visual check and to take test samples. We will perform additional visual checks to monitor the sites. More detail on this is provided in pour PAC report.
	continue on separate sheet if necessary: We are proud of the Moray Firth's thriving bottlenose dolphin and seal populations and our project does not pose a threat to these species. We are aware that Minke and Fin whales are itinerant visitors. Advice was taken from the SAMS team who manage the kelp farm in Oban, who advise that there are no cases of entanglement in seaweed farm equipment in the UK and in general represents little risk to marine species. We have contacted the Scottish entanglement alliance and Scottish natural heritage to take their advice with regards to our deployment methods and configuration into account. We do not anticipate that the sites will present a danger or a barrier to the local wildlife and is in general permeable to most species as no nets are deployed. Seaweed farms have been shown to benefit local ecosystems by acting as nurseries for young schooling fish and the species that depend on them. They have also been shown to improve water quality and attenuate wave power, which can decrease coastal erosion.Our site is not near any known seal haul-out site.Our operations will be in waters deeper than any local seagrass beds, which can be present to a depth of around 4m. Our sites will be situated at a depth of 10-20m.The PAC report which has been sent to Marine licensing Scotland details discussions and correspondence with Scottish National Heritage, the Crown estate and a local eco-tourism company that provides dolphin spotting tours in the Moray firth. This enabled us to develop an environmental impact assessment in the form of a Habitat regulation appraisal (HRA), as well as a biosecurity policy.
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	General Policy 7 GEN 7 that have been considered: We found Scotland's National Marine Plan to be a useful and informative document. With reference to its’ guidance, there are a number of sections that are particularly pertinent to our project: "Objectives: An aquaculture industry that is sustainable, diverse, competitive economically viable and which contributes to food security whilst minimising environmental impact."Response - Our algae farming project is intended to have a net positive environmental impact whilst increasing diversity and security in food production locally. Kelp farming has been sited in a number of articles as  a potential resource for a sustainable economy and farming method. This is due to the fact that it does not require farming land or fertilisers, absorbs carbon dioxide and excess nitrogen, improves water quality, provided a habitat for other species. It also provides a low impact income for fishermen while simultaneously having a positive potential impact on fish stocks.  We have a viable business plan using a sustainable methods both in the short and long term. In particular, out intention is that the project is a carbon neutral enterprise, using circular economy principles."Quality employment and sustainable economic activity in remote and rural areas, as well as more widely in Scotland."Response - Our business model and it's implementation depend on working with local coastal communities. It is from these communities that we will draw employees and contractors to enable the work, thus benefiting them directly. Our operation will help local fishermen and residents to diversify their income as a number of roles will be available, including both land and water based activities. Seaweed farming is something that can strengthen the local maritime industry as well as providing ecological benefits."AQUACULTURE 1: System carrying capacity (at the scale of a water body or loch system) should be a key consideration."Response - In order to take into account the carrying capacity of the local environment, as well as mitigating the environmental and visual impact or our operations, we are proposing 3 sites rather than one larger one. At this site, we have specifically adapted the site to enable creel fishermen to access the rocky shoreline whist remaining more out of the way for the trawlers. "AQUACULTURE 13: Proposals that contribute to the diversification of farmed species will be supported, subject to other objectives and policies being satisfied." Kelp is currently underutilised as a resource in our area. By growing it in a sustainable manner, we will diversify the local maritime economy, which is currently based on trawling for squid and prawn, fishing for mackerel and other fish species, and creel fishing for crab and lobster. The market for kelp is rapidly growing and can provide a stable income for local fishermen. We will also offer land based jobs as we grow, particularly in sales, administration, food processing and innovation."7.10 Other opportunities to grow and diversify the sector include: Increasing seaweed production [84] for a variety of products, such as human food, a gelling and thickening agent, animal feed, and nutraceuticals (food products that provide health and medical benefits) as well as in integrated multi-trophic aquaculture systems, where the by-products from one species are recycled to become inputs for another."Response - Seaweed and kelp in particular have been identified as a potential food for both people and animals. We are currently creating food and nutriceutical products but are aware of potential future applications such as the use of alginates in biotechnology and foods and as a source of biofuels. Due to the great versatility of kelp, there will be little or no waste produced as each part of the plant has a number of marketable uses. "INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER USERS 7.18 Inshore fisheries: The location of fish farms potentially restricts the access to existing fishing grounds by inshore fisheries vessels however this issue is taken into account by planning authorities through consultation."Response - During the public consultation, we opened a dialogue with local fishermen and other users of the firth, including a local eco-tourism business. We have actively sought insights into how they are using the coastal area to minimise our impact. Following this consultation, we have shifted our proposed site locations. The site has been selected with the support of local creel fishermen to avoid clashing with the areas they use. The creel fishermen favour rocky areas of the sea bed, while we will operate in areas with a sandy bottom that the creel fishermen generally do not use. We have selected our sites through the aforementioned public consultation and then further collaboration with a local creel fishing enterprise who know the area very well."Recreation and Tourism: It is recognised that fish farm cages and mussel lines are potential hazards to navigation and, as such, are considered in all cases to be licensable marine activities.Although some tourism interests are concerned about the visual impact of aquaculture infrastructure on the landscape and seascape [92] , there is some evidence that tourism businesses can benefit from the presence of a fish farm because it may provide a good point of interest for wildlife tours and supply local high quality produce [93] ."Response - We have consulted with a local eco-tourism business who use the Findhorn estuary as a base and operate locally in the firth, providing them with details of our planned operations and specific locations. They have raised no concerns with regards to the operations or proposed locations of our project and seem interested. It is our hope that the additional wildlife that our project may support could be of benefit to the local eco-tourism economy."CLIMATE CHANGE 7.20 Given the current predictions, there is unlikely to be a significant effect over the next decade however, within the next 50 years or more, the forecast changes are likely to result in noticeable effects. Potential changes to extreme water levels and extreme weather events will need to be taken into account."Response - We are establishing our project to help tackle some of the key issues of climate change. In particular, we are interested in helping to address sustainable livelihoods, food security, reducing the impact of human farming activity, reducing our carbon footprint and active carbon sequestration. The infrastructure we will have in place will be mobile and flexible, allowing us to adapt to changes in sea levels for instance. We will also be able to select seaweed species according to prevailing conditions and can be adapted to changes in average temperatures as required. Because work on the sites will be somewhat flexible, we are able to wait for windows of favourable weather to do our work, thus decreasing the risk to our teams posed by extreme weather conditions."THE FUTURE 7.27 The Scottish Government also supports the sustainable growth of the seaweed sector."Response - We strongly believe that kelp farming can address some of the key sustainability issues of our time. In particular we look forward to establishing good long term relations with the local fishing community, and providing them with a stable secondary income to supplement their income from conventional fishing. 
	If NO please provide an explanation of why you havent considered the National Marine Plan: 
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	Event Type: Zoom public consultation, as agreed with LS-LOTZoom consultation with SNHPublic consultation - Burghead harbourmaster's officeOngoing consultations with the local fishing community and eco-tourism business.
	Date_2: 14/04/202007/04/202014/06/201914/06/2019 - present
	List all bodies you have consulted and provide copies of correspondence: The Crown estate - Aquaculture operations manager. Multiple emails appended.SEPA - Phone consultations. Dated 6/8/19 and 9/8/19.Scottish natural heritage - See emails appended.SAMS - Multiple phone conversations and emails regarding advice and commissioning of services.Scottish entanglement association - 10/6/19 and 6/8/19 Phone consultations as detailed above.
	Provide details of other related marine projects including referencelicence numbers if applicable: 


